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Introduction
This report provides updated information on several socio-economic measures related to the Chattanooga
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) and its principal county Hamilton County, TN. Data are shown for
Population and Migration trends, Employment trends, and Property Tax Base trends. Where available,
comparative data are shown for the three largest Tennessee MSAs and their principal counties: Knoxville
(Knox County), Memphis (Shelby County), and Nashville (Davidson County).
The map below shows the location of the four large Tennessee MSAs.
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Exercutive
Summary
The Chattanooga MSA, which includes Hamilton, Marion and Sequatchie Counties in Tennessee and
Catoosa, Dade and Walker Counties in Georgia, lagged behind the Knoxville, Memphis and Nashville MSAs
in population growth percentage from 2000 to 2004. Also, it lagged behind the Knoxville and Nashville
MSAs in employment growth percentage from 1999 to 2003, but achieved a higher percentage growth
than the Memphis MSA.
GROWTH SUMMARY COMPARISON
Population
Growth
2000 -2004

Employment
Growth
1999 -2003

MSA
Chattanooga
Knoxville
Nashville
Memphis

2.6%
4.8%
6.0%
3.5%

1.1%
6.2%
2.3%
0.5%

County
Hamilton
Knox
Davidson
Shelby

0.8%
4.5%
0.4%
1.1%

0.6%
5.1%
-1.2%
-0.9%

From 2000 to 2004, the population in the Chattanooga MSA grew from 477,191 to 489,609, an increase
of 2.6%. This growth rate was well below the rates achieved by the other three major MSAs in Tennessee.
Most of the population growth for the Chattanooga MSA was accounted for by growth in the three North
Georgia counties that are part of the metropolitan area.
Hamilton County’s population growth from 2000 to 2004 was 0.8%, or 2,361 people. For comparison,
Knox County grew 4.5%, Shelby County grew 1.1%, and Davidson County grew 0.4%.
From 1997 to 2003, Hamilton County has experienced a net outflow of households, numbering 1,790, to
other locations. Catoosa, Dade, and Walker Counties in Georgia have been the principal recipients of these
households migrating from Hamilton County.
In 2003, there were 297,636 people working in the Chattanooga MSA according to data from the U. S.
Bureau of Economic Analysis. From 1999 to 2003, employment grew 1.1% in the Chattanooga MSA.
Comparable growth for the other large MSAs were: Nashville, 2.3%; Knoxville, 6.2%; and Memphis
0.5%.
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The Services sector is the largest employment sector in Hamilton County, employing about 67,700 people
in 2003. It is also the largest sector in Davidson, Knox and Shelby counties. Manufacturing ranked fourth
among the major employment sectors in Hamilton County, lower than Services, Retail, and Government.
All four large counties experienced significant declines in Manufacturing employment from 1970 to 2003.
In 2003 the Finance/Insurance/Real Estate sector had the highest average annual earnings in Hamilton
County at $54,046. The next highest average earnings were in the Government sector at $51,316 and
the Manufacturing sector at $50,006.
Average 2003 earnings in Hamilton County were 4% to 9% higher than the national average in four of the
seven industry sectors: Finance, Government, Construction and Retail. In the other three sectors Hamilton
County’s averages were well below national averages: Transportation (30% below), Manufacturing (21%
below) and Services (13% below).
The appraised value of Hamilton County’s property tax base amounted to $19.7 billion in 2003, up 21%
from $16.3 billion in 1999. Approximately 61% of the tax base was represented by Residential/Farm/
Forest property and 26% was Commercial/Industrial property.
The appraised value of Hamilton County’s property tax base amounted to $19.7 billion in 2003, up 21%
from $16.3 billion in 1999. Approximately 61% of the tax base was represented by Residential/Farm/
Forest property and 26% was Commercial/Industrial property. The City of Chattanooga’s property tax
base was $10.8 billion in 2003, up 19% from $9.1 billion in 1999.
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Population
Trends
The Census Bureau publishes annual population estimates as of July 1 of each year. Based on 2004
estimates, the Chattanooga MSA, while the fourth largest in population in Tennessee, is dwarfed by the
top two, Nashville and Memphis, and has about three-fourths the number of people as the Knoxville MSA.
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From 2000 to 2004 the Chattanooga MSA population grew slightly from an estimated 477,191 in 2000 to
489,609 in 2004. This represents an increase of 2.6%. However, the other three large MSAs surpassed
Chattanooga in population growth, both numerically and percentage-wise.

While Hamilton County, with a 2004 population of 310,371, accounted for 63% of the Chattanooga MSA
population in 2004, most of the MSA population growth from 2000 to 2004 was attributable to the three
counties in Georgia—Catoosa, Dade and Walker. Hamilton County’s population grew only 0.8% from 2000
to 2004. Catoosa grew 11.5%, Dade 5.3% and Walker 3.7%.
In the Knoxville MSA, Knox County had a population growth of 4.5% and Blount County jumped 7.1%.
In the Memphis MSA, Shelby County’s population grew only 1.1%, but
DeSoto County, MS grew 20.2%, Fayette County, TN and Tipton County, TN grew 15.5% and 6.1%
respectively. Davidson County, the Nashville MSA’s principal county, grew only 0.4%. Yet the Nashville
MSA benefited from strong population growth in Rutherford (14.5%), and Williamson (14.7%).
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Household
Migration
Trends
In a report issued by the Regional Planning Agency in 2003, entitled “Inter-County Commuting Patterns
and Migration Trends,” (available on the RPA website at www.chcrpa.org) household migration between
Hamilton County and other counties was analyzed over the period of 1992 through 2001. That analysis,
based on data from the Internal Revenue Service, showed net inflows of households and population into
Hamilton County each year from 1992 to 1996, but then a reversal to net outflows in each year from
1997 to 2001. The most recent data from the IRS showed a continuation of the negative flow of
households and population from Hamilton County for years 2002 and 2003.

Since 1997, Hamilton County has experienced a net outflow of households to other locations amounting to
1,790. The estimated population outflow attributable to these households amounted to 5,960 people.
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Much of the net outflow of households and population from Hamilton County during the 1997-2003 period
has been to surrounding counties. Catoosa County, GA, especially, has been a principal destination of
households migrating from Hamilton County.
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Employment
Trends
The Bureau of Economic Analysis (part of the U. S. Department of Commerce) provides annual estimates
of employment and wages based on work location regardless of where the workers reside. In 2003 there
were about 297,600 full- and part-time workers employed within the Chattanooga MSA. As with population,
employment in the Chattanooga MSA was significantly lower than in the three largest Tennessee MSAs.
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From 1970 to 2003, total full- and part-time employment in the Chattanooga MSA grew from 172,095 to
297,636 at an average annual compound growth rate of 1.7%. The comparable annual growth rates for
the other large Tennessee MSAs were: Knoxville, 2.5%; Memphis, 1.9%; and Nashville, 2.8%.

Over the most recent five year period, from 1999 to 2003, employment in the Chattanooga MSA grew
1.1%. The growth from 1999 to 2003 for the other large MSAs was: Nashville 2.3%, Knoxville 6.2% and
Memphis 0.5%.
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In 2003, 79% of the employment within the Chattanooga MSA was in Hamilton County representing
235,201 jobs. The average annual growth rate for Hamilton County over the 1970-2003 period was 1.6%
compared to 2.4% for Knox County, 1.7% for Shelby County, and 2.2% for Davidson County.

From 1999 to 2003, Hamilton County’s employment increased by 0.6%. Knox County’s increase was
5.1%, while both Davidson and Shelby had percentage decreases of -1.2% and -0.9% respectively.
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Since the mid-1980s, Hamilton County’s predominant employment sector has been the Services sector,
which includes health care services, professional and technical services, legal services, business services
and personal services and other types of services. In 2003, 67,740 people were employed in this sector
in Hamilton County, which represented 29% of all employment in the County.

Retailing, which includes food service and accommodations establishments, was the second largest sector
in Hamilton County. The Manufacturing sector, once the largest employment sector in Hamilton County,
was only the fourth largest in 2003.
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The 1970-2003 employment trends for selected industries in Hamilton County are depicted in the following
chart. Prior to 1984, Manufacturing was the largest employment sector in Hamilton County, even though
it had been declining for a decade. It was passed by the Services sector in 1984, and then by the Retail
sector in 1988, and finally by the Government sector in 2002. The Finance/Insurance/Real Estate sector
and the Transportation/Utility sector are growing, and approaching the Manufacturing sector in number of
jobs in Hamilton County.

From 1970 to 2003, the Manufacturing sector decreased in all four major Tennessee counties: Hamilton
(-43%), Davidson (-42%), Shelby (-35%), and Knox (-15%). The Services sector was the largest
employment sector in all four counties in 2003, and all four also experienced very large increases from
1970 to 2003 in this sector: Hamilton (178%), Davidson (260%), Shelby (184%), and Knox (288%).
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In Hamilton County, the Finance/Insurance/Real Estate sector had the highest average annual earnings
at $54,046 among seven major industry sectors in 2003. The Government sector was the second
highest at $51,316. This Government figure is heavily influenced by the high level of compensation for
Federal civilian employees, which in Hamilton County had average earnings in 2003 of $93,800.

Average 2003 earnings in Hamilton County were 4% to 9% higher than the national average in four of the
seven industry sectors: Finance, Government, Construction and Retail. In the other three sectors Hamilton
County’s averages were well below national averages: Transportation (30% below), Manufacturing (21%
below) and Services (13% below).
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Property Tax
Base Trends
In March, 2003, the Regional Planning Agency issued a report showing historical data from 1993 through
2002 on Hamilton County’s property tax base, and projections for the years 2003 through 2007. (This
report can be found on RPA’s website at www.chcrpa.org.) This report will look at recent trends over the
five-year period of 1999 through 2003.
In Tennessee, property is classified into four general categories, and each category is assessed at a
different rate. These categories are shown below.
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Hamilton County’s property tax base, measured by appraisal values, grew 21% from 1999 to 2003,
reaching a total of $19.7 billion.
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Hamilton County’s growth of 21% from 1999 to 2003 was higher than Davidson County’s 17%, but lower
than Knox County’s 28% and Shelby County’s 25%.
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The mix of property types is an important element of the tax base since the various property types carry
different assessment rates, with Commercial & Industrial property having a 40% assessment rate. This
means that $100,000 piece of Commercial property would be assessed at $40,000, while a $100,000
piece of residential property would be assessed at $25,000. This means that the Commercial property
would generate 60% more tax revenue than the Residential property.
All four counties experienced an increased proportion of their tax base attributable to Residential property
from 1999 to 2003. Hamilton went from 59% to 61%; Davidson from 52% to 56%; Knox from 65% to
67%; and Shelby from 59% to 63%. Knox was the only County that experienced an increase in the
proportion of appraised values attributable to Commercial & Industrial property—up very slightly from
23.3% to 23.4%.
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Davidson

Knox

Shelby

100%
10.4%

9.1%

26.8%

26.2%

58.9%

61.2%

1999

2003

9.1%
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The City of Chattanooga’s property tax base grew approximately 19% from 1999 to 2003, reaching
$10.8 billion in 2003.

In 2003, approximately 42% of Chattanooga’s property tax base was accounted for by residential
property and 39% was commercial and industrial property.
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